DECLARATION OF MEMBERS’ FINANCIAL INTERESTS


Surname: HANNAN
Forename: DANIEL

I, the undersigned,

Hereby declare:

A) THE FOLLOWING PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES:

Nothing to declare

Freelance journalism, writing, paid speaking

B) THE FOLLOWING PAID FUNCTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

Nothing to declare

(*) You can add sheets if you do not have enough space. Send these, with a signed copy of the declaration, to the Directorate-General for the Presidency, Members’ Activities Division, PHS 02A19/LOW H00.056.
C) THE FOLLOWING FINANCIAL SUPPORT RECEIVED IN CONNECTION WITH MY POLITICAL ACTIVITIES:

- financial: Nothing to declare
- (*) granted by Nothing to declare
- in terms of staff: Nothing to declare
- (*) granted by Nothing to declare
- in terms of material: Nothing to declare
- (*) granted by Nothing to declare

D) FURTHER INFORMATION:
Nothing to declare

Flights to the US paid for by the American Legislative Exchange Council, Regular Folks United, Campaign for Liberty, National Center for Policy Analysis.

Date: 28/01/2010 Signature:

THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS DECLARATION IS GIVEN UNDER THE SOLE PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY OF THE MEMBER AND MUST BE UPDATED EVERY YEAR.

(*) third parties, giving their identities